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THE TEAM

First of all, didn't he do well? Lewis Hamilton is the World 
Champion yet again. You can debate forever about whether or 
not he is the greatest. The thing is you can't compare drivers 

from different generations. All we can say for certain is that right 
now he is the very best there is, so we are proud to put him on the 
cover. 
   It is that time of the year we call Christmas and we love it. Indeed, 
the Free Car Mag party is being organised right now. What we 
always enjoy doing for our readers is sorting out some presents. 
Hope you find something you like, or at the very least they give you 
some great ideas. 
   Also in this issue we had a very interesting chat with Grammy 
nominated DJ Mark Knight about turning a Formula One Car into a 
banging tune. 
   We are looking forward to playing that track at our party. 
   See you next time.

Emilia Clarke tries to 
convince Free Car Mag 
that there are cars in 
'Last Christmas'...
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News, Events 
& Celebs

FERNANDO ALONSO + TOYOTA GAZOO RACING
Fernando Alonso and Marc Coma are making their final preparations for the upcoming 2020 Dakar Rally with Toyota Gazoo Racing with their 
entry in the 2019 Al Ula-Neom Cross-Country Rally in Saudi Arabia. The local rally is the third round of the Saudi Toyota Desert Rally 
Championship which will be contested over 765 kilometres of competitive mileage across five stages. An ideal setting for Fernando and Marc 
to gain ever-more valuable miles in the Toyota Hilux and get a taste of the conditions they may face early next year.

 Spotted
in 

Saudi

Fernando Alonso 
Completes more 

Rally-Raid Training 
With Toyota Gazoo 

Racing

Alonso said, “We are in Saudi Arabia to compete in a round of the national rally. This is the first time for me in Saudi Arabia and I’ve been 
discovering the country and the terrain which we expect to see at the Dakar Rally in January. It’s great to have an opportunity to race in Saudi 
Arabia in our continued preparations. It’s an all-new experience for me but I’m looking forward to it. Marc and I have been out here testing 
before the rally as we have a brand-new car. We completed some shakedown mileage to make sure everything works because we will use the 
same car at the Dakar Rally, so it’s very important to make sure we are 100% ready.”
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Fernando Alonso and Marc Coma are making their final preparations for the upcoming 2020 Dakar Rally with Toyota Gazoo Racing with their 

Championship which will be contested over 765 kilometres of competitive mileage across five stages. An ideal setting for Fernando and Marc 

SIR JACKIE STEWART + NEW BRM-ROVER PAINTING 
Sir Jackie Stewart unveiled a new oil painting of himself driving the Rover-BRM gas turbine racing car in 1965 at the British Motor Museum When 
asked what the car was like to drive, Sir Jackie commented “It was bloody awful but there was nothing like it at the time! Driving the car at Le Mans 
was a revolution. The painting, too, is wonderful and a real piece of history. Michael is one of the best motor- racing artists and there are not many 
artists that can approach what this man can do. I have many of his paintings at home and in Switzerland. Its not easy to portray the cars in the 
right way, for example to get the tyres to behave accurately - but Michael does it”. www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk

ASHLEIGH BARTY + PORSCHE CAYENNE COUPÉ
Australian Ashleigh Barty has won the “Porsche Race to Shenzhen”, the official qualification for the Shiseido WTA Finals. “After such an exciting 
year, I’m incredibly honored to have also won the ‘Porsche Race to Shenzhen’,” said Ashleigh Barty. “I really hope I can keep this momentum for 
the WTA Finals and play my best tennis here at the end of what has already been a very special WTA season for me.” 
The great new is that Barty won beating Elina Svitolina from the Ukraine 6:4, 6:3.

Sporting Heroes 
accepted challenge 
to drift, slalom and 

donut Caterham 
Seven 
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News, Events 
& Celebs 

“I’m a big American football fan having spent some time with a team over in the US taking part in a training session,” said Cipriani. “So, I couldn’t turn down the 
opportunity to spend the day mucking around with an American football while trying to get one over Dylan and attempting some epic trick shots into the back 
of a moving Wrangler.”
 Hartley added: “Most of my time at the moment is spent doing injury rehab so it’s been nice to do something a bit different. There’s definitely some transferable 
skills between rugby and American football – although attempting to get an American football into the back of a moving Jeep Wrangler made the learning 
process more complicated!” Learn the skills to carry out your own challenge here: www.jeep.co.uk/news/trickshot 

DANNY CIPRIANI + DYLAN HARTLEY VS FOOTBALL
Patrick Daley, the starting quarterback of the Great Britain Lions team, was tasked with teaching his rugby-playing counterparts to 
throw the perfect ‘spiral’, US style, into the back of a moving Jeep Wrangler from the roof of a derelict building in London Docklands. 
After multiple attempts it was Hartley who came out on top in the first challenge, successfully throwing the ball a full 50 yards from the 
rooftop into the back of the legendary off-roader.  Cipriani came close on two occasions hitting the bonnet and side of the vehicle. 
Patrick’s older brother Jack, who plays as kicker for London Blitz American football team, then challenged the duo to replicate the 
challenge, but this time with the boot. As expected, Cipriani displayed his superior kicking skills punting the ball an incredible 60 yards. 
onto the Wrangler’s bonnet.

SPOTTED 
OUT AND 
ABOUT

Mrs
Merkel

JEEP 
WRANGLER 
TRICK SHOT 
CHALLENGE
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Nico Rosberg

1 Mercedes 230SL  £59,999
2  Troseurs  River Island £20.00
3 Shoes - ASOS £30.00
4  Pocket Square - Tieroom  £9.00
5  Shirt - New look  £10.00
6  Jacket - TK Maxx £59.99
7  Belt - Debenhams £16.00

NICO ROSBERG INVESTED IN WHAT3WORDS
We are rewinding a year or so, but everyone is using it now. "what3words is a truly revolutionary way to talk about location, 
and a technology that makes a huge positive impact on the world’ says Nico Rosberg. He continues, ‘I can now get into my 
car, and navigate somewhere by just saying 3 words. Car manufacturers that can offer a more accurate, easy to use 
navigation system have a real opportunity to enhance the driver's experience and make big progress towards 
sustainability." Just as important as knowing where you are is looking as cool as Nico. Difficult, but not impossible we think. 
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The greatest racing driver of all time, quite possibly, but don’t take our word for it

Formula One

THE 
SECOND-MOST 

SUCCESSFUL F1 
DRIVER IN HISTORY

 Hamilton  the  
Champion 
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Porsche 911 Turbo

 Hamilton  the  
Champion 
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Christmas Gifts 

TOOLED UP

 £35.00
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TOP TRUMPS RETRO COLLEC TION

FROM £4.99
AGE 6+
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Christmas Gifts 

COACHBUILT CARS

 £35.00
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THE MINI LIFEST YLE COLLEC TION 

MINI 
LOGO PATCH 
SWEATSHIRT 

KIDS
£22.00

MINI 
TEA

MAKER
£20.00
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Christmas Gifts 

OUTLIERMAN 

 £239.00
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EXQUISITE BENTLEY GIFTS 

HAYNES CAR HACKS MANUAL

£12.99
WWW.

HAYNES
.COM



haynesmadeeasy
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Car Care

The UK’s fastest growing motoring association, MotorEasy has joined forces 
with the world’s leading publisher of workshop car manuals, Haynes to 
create a new Parts Only Warranty. 

Mechanically minded car enthusiasts can protect themselves against the threat of 
expensive repair bills with protection against mechanical and electrical faults that 
includes a free Haynes online manual for their vehicle. 
   “MotorEasy helps replace the parts while Haynes offers the insight into how to 
fit them: it’s the perfect partnership for peace of mind,” explains Duncan McClure 
Fisher, MotorEasy founder. “MotorEasy exists to make member’s car ownership 
experience less stressful and more financially predictable. This is perfectly 
complemented by Haynes’ reputation for providing the motorist with invaluable 
support for over 50 years, helping keep vehicles on the road without spending 
a fortune on repairs. Together we are able to provide an evolving solution that’s 
perfect for encouraging basic car maintenance skills and offering experienced 
mechanics valuable support.” 
    Haynes publishes its manuals in print and online. It provides subscribers with a 
growing library of helpful how-to videos that can support the completion of more 
than 2,000 maintenance tasks, and its online manuals can help repair over 11 

million of the vehicles currently on UK roads.
   Members document the completion of their repairs using photos and videos, 
and have access to discounted rates at MotorEasy’s network of 10,000 UK garages 
should the repairs prove beyond their technical ability. These repairs can be 
carried out by an approved specialist at MotorEasy’s negotiated trade prices - 
passing savings directly on to members. 
   “This collaboration revolutionises the way car enthusiasts can protect 
themselves against the spiralling cost of expensive repairs and the support of 
MotorEasy and Haynes makes vehicle maintenance and repair a far less daunting 
prospect,” says Jeremy Yates-Round, Haynes’ Managing Director. “Haynes 
workshops have stripped down and documented over 300 vehicle models to help 
hands-on motorists. A Parts Only Warranty is a great, cost-effective initiative that is 
an extension of Haynes’ work, which we are delighted to support.”   
The MotorEasy Parts Only Warranty covers failures caused by overheating; air 
conditioning problems; failures identified during MoT and servicing; emissions 
failures; in-car entertainment; recovery; and sat nav, subject to a free, initial 
health check prior to warranty commencement. Quotations and full terms and 
conditions can be found at www.motoreasy.com/haynes 

MOTOREASY TEAMS UP WITH HAYNES TO HELP CAR ENTHUSIASTS 
REDUCE THEIR REPAIR BILLS 
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If you watched telly in the 1970s and liked cars, you loved Hazell. Here was 
a bloke with some taste. It was more than the simple fact that he had a 
beautiful Stag, but that he also managed to keep it roadworthy. That V8 

engine made a magnificent sound, but as we all know it could overheat and 
expire in clouds of steam. Not for James Hazell, that’s how super cool he actually 
was. The great news is that you can watch all the episodes on Talking Pictures 
TV.
   Hazell was a private eye created by a footballer. Incredible at the time and 
still fairly remarkable now to find someone who kicked a ball for a living to 
have the creativity and intelligence to come up with something so original. 
Terry Venables, a Chelsea and QPR regular was not alone though and had 
professional help from novelist and sports writer Gordon Williams. They were 
both responsible for the 1974 novel Hazell Plays Solomon using the pseudonym 
of ‘P.B. Yuill’. Luckily this caught the eye of TV producer June Roberts. By that 
time Venables was managing Crystal Palace.
   A proper London cockney detective with a flash car and a nice line in patter 
with a distinctly Phillip Marlowe style voiceover. It took a while for the first series 
to really get going and settle down into a proper larky, brutish but stylish style, 
but once it did with some changes in the script editing department and the 

series was off. 
   Hazell was initially stifled in 1978 by something peculiar to the era, a strike by 
technicians, just ten of the projected 13 episodes were made. A fascinating fact 
is that John Nettles, who later became Bergerac, was up for the role. It is hard 
to think that he could have been better than Ball, but it must be remembered 
that he also ran a stylish old 1947 Triumph Roadster as his TV detective car. 
Apparently that broke down all the time and was a pig to drive.
   Ball though was perfect as the ex-cop drummed out after a messy divorce and 
descent into drink. Cheeky, charming and not afraid to get stuck in and quite 
often duffed up. The supporting cast is exceptional and you will bump into his 
Mrs. at the time Pamela Stephenson, otherwise it is everyone else you recognise 
from The Sweeney and Minder.
   Indeed, Leon Griffiths, who wrote some scripts would go on to develop Minder 
(1979-94), the series that replaced Hazell in the ITV schedules. 
Never mind all that, though just look at the street scenes, Escorts, Allegros 
and Transit vans. A fantastic slice of 1970s motoring life. That’s why we love it  
and why you must tune into Talking Pictures TV on Virgin 445, Freesat 
306, Freeview or Youview 81 or on the Sky digital satellite platform, 
channel 328.

Stags
Slags
& Stepney Green

 HAZELL

TALKING 

PICTURES TV 

FRIDAY

9.00PM

1970S RETRO TELEVISION IS BRILLIANT 
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THEO: BETTERS 
ANY DASHCAM

Unlike any dashcam, 

every Theo device features 

a HD video camera, 

two-way Amazon Lex 

integrated speaker, 

telematics for tracking, 

impact detector for crashes 

and its own internal 4G sim 

card for connectivity, which 

connected to the Cloud 

gives drivers access to an 

array of services. Theo will 

also warn drivers if they 

get too close to the car in 

front. The services are 

available on subscription 

for £4.99 per month, but 

new customers can gain 

access completely free for 

the first 3 months. Full 
accident support service 

from point of impact. 

Can call the emergency 

services after a severe 

accident. Amazon Lex 

technology speaks to the 

driver in a collision.

Telematics enables drivers 

to access insurance based 

on how they drive – not 

how insurers THINK they 

might drive. The Device is 

£177, installation is free. 

Find out loads more right 
here https://drivetheo.com

rd wanted more 

Back-Seat Driver

DS Automobiles Anti-fatique Tech
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mini 60

MINI 60







TV
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INSPIRED BY EVOQUE

Automotive Art

ROOMS BY RANKIN 

A special collaboration 
between Jaguar and Rankin 
to celebrate iconic saloons. 
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ALCOSENSE LITE 2  £44.99 DESIGN: BETWEEN THE LINES - 
PATRICK LE QUÉMENT  £35.00

AUTOGYLM DE-ICER & SCREEN 
WASH  -  £4.40 EACH

Christopher
Ward
C65 Trident 
Automatic

Wanted

ROOMS BY RANKIN 
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Buy Now 

TAKE CHARGE

ORDER:NOW
TILL 30TH JUNE 

2020
FROM: £0
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MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER 

CITROËN £5000 SWAPPAGE SCHEME

 AVAILABLE 
NOW

FROM:

£28,050

AVAILABLE:
NOW

£5000 
SWAPPAGE



FINALLY WINTER!

TYRES

High-end winter tyre generation with state-of-the-art technology. ‘Miura-Ori’
3D sipe technology, 4D nano design compound and micro-optimised stiffening
of the tread blocks combine satisfying winter characteristics with low noise and
outstanding performance in wet conditions.

www.falkentyres.co.uk

EUROWINTER I HS01

23480-anzeige-hs01-free-car-mag-220x280-en.indd   1 26.10.18   15:35

Winter Warmer - Salt Stick

 AVAILABLE NOW

FROM:

HALFORDS.CO.UK

PRICE:

£3.50

STICK IT TO WINTER 
WITH HALFORDS



FINALLY WINTER!

TYRES

High-end winter tyre generation with state-of-the-art technology. ‘Miura-Ori’
3D sipe technology, 4D nano design compound and micro-optimised stiffening
of the tread blocks combine satisfying winter characteristics with low noise and
outstanding performance in wet conditions.

www.falkentyres.co.uk

EUROWINTER I HS01

23480-anzeige-hs01-free-car-mag-220x280-en.indd   1 26.10.18   15:35
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WATCH ON 
WWW.

FACEBOOK.
COM/ESSOGB/

VIDEOS

Sound of Synergy     
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Free Car Mag spoke to DJ Mark Knight, who is a full on car nut, about 
making music with engines.
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FCM 79
Next Time

FREECARMAG.COM
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GOSLING GO BACK TO 1977
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ZLATAN – THE VOLVO MOVIE

INSIDE THE REMARKABLE  
MARILYN MONROE: THE LEGACY  

OF A LEGEND EXHIBITION



flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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